Watanabe Seimitsu industries, LTD

Address

1-59-1 Jyuichiya, Minato-ku, Nagoya, AICHI, 455-0831 JAPAN

Tel

+81-52-383-8282

Email

info@WSL-G.co.jp

Website

https://www.WSL-G.co.jp/

Contact Person

Masaaki Teranishi (President)

Capability Category

Measurement jigs and inspection jigs for parts inspection
and measurement jigs
Machine jig for parts processing
Mechanical parts
Design for jigs

Representative

Masaaki Teranishi

Sales Amount

500 million yen

Capital

24 million yen

Employees

40

Established

1947

Certification

MSJ4000

Major Customers

Mitsubishi Hevy Industries, LTD
DENSO CORPORATION
NGK INSULATORS, LTD.

Business Overview

・Since our founding, we have been involved in the aerospace industry and have manufactured
jigs and tools for the automobile industry, electrical industry, semiconductor industry, etc.
・We are good at manufacturing high precision jigs and tools with complicated shapes. The
accuracy is in units of 0.001mm.
・We have a design department. We can provide one-stop service from design, manufacturing
and quality assurance.
・In recent years, we have been focusing on building a network of cooperating factories, and it
has become possible to respond to customer requests in a timely manner regardless of
material, size, and accuracy.

Products・Materials・Part Sizes・Facilities & Equipment

・Products・Materials・Part Sizes:
Surface grinding machine, cylindrical grinding machine, internal grinding machine, profile
grinding machine, jig grinding machine, jig drilling machine
・Facility&Equipment:
electric discharge machine, wire electric discharge machine
Machining center, vertical milling machine, lathe
Block gauge, precision surface plate, length measuring machine, shape measuring
machine, surface roughness measuring machine, Coordinate Measuring Machine

Our Strength

①Precision is in units of 0.001mm
②Measuring jigs, inspection jigs, masters, machine jigs, Prototype
③Equipment parts
④Jig tool and machine jig design
⑤From 1 to thousands

Needs we can correspond / Business partners we want

①We can accept orders for precision jigs and tools, general jigs and tools, equipment parts.
②Lathe, milling, polishing
③We can produce high-mix low-volume production to thousands of pieces.
④Hard to cut materials

Office & Plants

Headquarters factory only

